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Abstract. In many fields of research and business data sizes are breaking the petabyte barrier. This imposes new problems and research possibilities for the database community. Usually, data of this size is stored in
large clusters or clouds. Although clouds have become very popular in recent years, there is only little work on benchmarking cloud applications.
In this paper we present a data generator for cloud sized applications. Its
architecture makes the data generator easy to extend and to configure.
A key feature is the high degree of parallelism that allows linear scaling
for arbitrary numbers of nodes. We show how distributions, relationships
and dependencies in data can be computed in parallel with linear speed
up.

1 Introduction
Cloud computing has become an active field of research in recent years. The
continuous growth of data sizes, which is already beyond petabyte scale for many
applications, poses new challenges for the research community. Processing large
data sets demands a higher degree of automation and adaptability than smaller
data sets. For clusters of thousand and more nodes hardware failures happen
on a regular basis. Therefore, tolerance of node failures is mandatory. In [19]
we sketched a benchmark for measuring adaptability, in this paper we present a
data generator that is cloud aware, as it is designed with the top goals of cloud
computing, namely scalability and decoupling, i.e. avoidance of any interaction
of nodes [3].
Traditional benchmarks are not sufficient for cloud computing, since they
fall short on testing cloud specific challenges [2]. Currently, there are only a few
benchmarks available specifically for cloud computing. The first one was probably the TeraSort Benchmark1 . Others followed, such as MalStone and CloudStone. These benchmarks are dedicated to a single common task in cloud computing. While this kind of benchmarks is essential for scientific research and
evaluation, it fails to give a holistic view of the system under test. We think
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that there is a need for a benchmark suite that covers various aspects of cloud
computing. The database community has traditionally an affection for simple
benchmarks [11, 22]. Although reduction of complexity is a basic principle of
computer science and unnecessary complexity should be avoided by all means,
there seems to be a trend to simplistic evaluations. In order to get meaningful
results benchmarks should have diverse and relevant workloads and data [5].
Often it is best to use real life data. For example, in scientific database research
the Sloan Digital Sky Survey is frequently referenced [24]. Yet for many applications such as social websites there is no data publicly available. And even though
storage prices are dropping rapidly, they are still considerably high for petabyte
scale systems. A current 2 TB hard drive costs about USD 100, resulting in a GB
price of about USD 0.05. So the price for 1 PB of raw disk space is about USD
50000. Therefore, it is not sensible to store petabytes of data only for testing
purposes. Besides storage, the network necessary to move petabytes of data in
a timely manner is costly. Hence, the data should be created where it is needed.
For a cluster of nodes this means that each node generates the data it will process
later, e.g. load into a data base. In order to generate realistic data, references
have to be considered, which usually requires reading already generated data.
Examples for references are foreign keys. For clusters of computers this results
in a fair amount of communication between nodes.
For example consider a table representing a many-to-many relationship between two tables. When generating corresponding keys one needs information
about the keys in the two tables participating in the many-to-many relationship.
On a single node system it is usually much faster to read in the two tables to
create the relationship. But if the data for the two tables is scattered across multiple nodes, it is more efficient to regenerate it. This way the relationship can
be created completely independently of the base tables. By using distributed
parallel random number generators, such as the leap frog method [10, Ch.10],
even the generation of single tables can be parallelized. Since the generation is
deterministic, also references can still be computed independently.
In this paper we present an ubiquitous parallel data generation framework
(PDGF) that is suitable for cloud scale data generation. It is highly parallel and
very adaptable. The generator uses XML configuration files for data description and distribution. This simplifies the generation of different distributions of
specified data sets. The implementation is focused on performance and extensibility. Therefore, generators for new domains can be easily derived from PDGF.
The current set of generators is built to be nearly write-only, so they generate values only according to random numbers and relatively small dictionaries,
but without rereading generated data. This is done to reduce I/O and network
communication to the absolute minimum.
Consider the simplified example in Figure 1, taken from the eLearning management system presented in [19]. There are three tables, user, seminar, and
seminar user. The generation of tables user and seminar are straightforward.
For seminar user it has to be considered, that only user id s and seminar id s
are generated, that actually exist in user and seminar. This is only easy if both
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Fig. 1. Fragment of the schema of an eLearning management system.

attributes have continuous values, otherwise it has to be assured that the referenced tuples exist. A second challenge is that degree program is replicated in
seminar user, so the combination of user id and degree program have to exist in
user. Finally the values of tables like seminar user have typically non uniform
distributions.
The common solution to generate the table seminar user is to first generate
the two tables that are referenced and then use a look up or scan to generate the
distribution. If this is done in parallel, either the referenced data has to be replicated, or the data generating process has to communicate with other nodes. This
is feasible for smaller clusters, but for cloud scale configurations the communication part will be the bottleneck. Therefore, we propose a fully computational
approach. Basically, our data generation is a set of functions that map a virtual
row id to a tuple’s attribute. Using this approach, we can easily recompute every
value. So for the example above we would define a function for each attribute
in the original tables. To generate uncorrelated data, the first computational
step is usually either a permutation or a pseudo random number generation.
For the example above this would only be needed for the degree program. The
value could either be chosen from a dictionary or be generated. To generate entries of seminar user, two pseudo random numbers in the range of [1, |user |] and
[1, |seminar |] are computed, with according distribution properties and then the
function to generate degree program is used, resulting in a valid tuple for seminar user. This can be computed completely independently of the generation of
user and seminar. Since parallel pseudo random number generators are used,
seminar user can be generated on any reasonable number of computing nodes
in parallel.
This flexibility opens a broad field of application. Besides traditional relational, row oriented data, our system can easily generate data in other storage
models, such as the Decomposed Storage Model [9], column wise as in MonetDB
[6] or C-Store [23] or even mixed models [20].
An often discussed problem is that experiments are run on too small data
sets [15]. This is not because of the negligence of researchers, but because large
sized experiments are very time consuming and many researchers have no access
to unlimited sized storage clusters. Hence, in many situations it seems sensible
to use only a fraction of the data set and simulate a fraction of the system.
Obviously, there are many research fields where such a methodology leads to
realistic results. An example would be sort experiments. Our data generator is
capable of generating statistically sound extracts of data sets as well as it can
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generate large data sets in uncorrelated fractions. So large scale test can either
be scaled down or processed sequentially.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows, Section 2 gives an overview
of previous work on data generation for database benchmarking. After that,
Section 3 describes how the design goals of the data generator are met. Section
4 explains the data generation approach. The architecture of the data generator
is described in Section 5. We evaluate the performance of our data generator in
Section 6 and conclude with future work in Section 7.

2 Related Work
There has been quite some research on data generation for performance benchmarking purposes. An important milestone was the paper by Gray et al. [12], the
authors showed how to generate data sets with different distributions and dense
unique sequences in linear time and in parallel. Fast, parallel generation of data
with special distribution characteristics is the foundation of our data generation
approach.
According to their reference generation procedure, data generators can be
roughly divided into three categories: no reference generation, scanning references, and computing references. No reference generation means that no relationships between tables are explicitly considered. So references are either only
simple or based on mathematical probabilities. In this scheme it is for example
not possible to generate foreign keys on a non-continuous unique key. Examples
are data sets that only consists of single tables or data sets (e.g. SetQuery [17],
TeraSort, MalGen [1], YCSB [8]) or unrelated tables (e.g. Wisconsin database
[4], Bristlecone2 ).
Scanned references are generated reading the referenced tuple, this is either
done simultaneously to the generation of the referenced tuple or by scanning the
referenced table. This approach is very flexible, since it allows a broad range of
dependencies between tables. However, the generation of dependent tables always requires the scanning or calculation of the referenced table. When the referenced table is read, additional I/Os are generated, which in many applications
will limit the maximum data generation speed. Generating tables simultaneously
does not constitute a problem. However, it requires generating all referenced tables. This is very inefficient, if the referenced tables are very large and don’t
need to be generated, e.g. for an materialized view with aggregation. Most systems that generate references use scanned references. An example is dbgen3 , the
data generator provided by the TPC for the TPC-H benchmark[18]. Another approach was presented by Bruno and Chaudhuri [7], it largely relies on scanning
a given database to generate various distributions and interdependencies. In [14]
Houkjær et al. describe a graph based generation tool, that models dependencies in a graph and uses a depth-first traversal to generate dependent tables. A
2
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similar approach was presented by Lin et al. [16]. Two further tools that offer
quite similar capabilities are MUDD [21] and PSDG [13]. Both feature description languages for the definition of the data layout and advanced distributions.
Furthermore, both tools allow parallel generation. However, as described above
the independent generation of dependent data sets is not possible.
A computed reference is recalculated using the fact, that the referenced data
is deterministically generated. This results in a very flexible approach that also
makes it possible to generate data with cyclic dependencies. The downside is the
computational cost for regenerating the keys. However, as our test shows (see
Section 6) current hardware is most often limited by I/O speed. To the best of
our knowledge our tool is the only one that relies on this technique for parallel
data generation.

3 Design Goals
PDGF’s architecture was designed with the following goals: platform independence, extensibility, configurability, scalability and high performance. The following sections explain how each goal is met.
3.1 Platform Independence
To achieve a high degree of platform independence, PDGF was written in Java.
It has been tested under Windows and different Linux distributions. Using Java
has no degrading effect on the performance of the generator. In fact, startup
and initialization times can be neglected compared to the time taken to generate terabytes of data for the cloud. This characteristic gives the just-in-time
compilation technology enough time to compile and optimize the code, so that
a similar generation speed as with pre-compiled binaries can be achieved.
3.2 Extensibility
PDGF is a framework that follows a black box plug-in approach. PDGF components can be extended and exchanged easily. Custom plug-ins can be implemented without consideration of programming aspects like parallelism or internal
details. Furthermore, some minor built-in components are also exchangeable via
the plug-in approach. These components include the file caching strategies and
the scheduling strategy which are responsible for work splitting among threads
and nodes. To make the system aware of new plug-ins it is sufficient to place
them in the classpath and to reference them in database scheme description file.
3.3 Configurability
PDGF can be configured by two XML-based configuration files. One file configures the runtime environment, while the other configures the data schema and
generation routines.
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Runtime Configuration File The runtime configuration file determines which
part of the data is generated on a node and how many threads are used. This
is used for splitting the work between participating nodes. The file is optional,
since these settings can also be specified via command line or within the built-in
mini shell. Listing 1 shows a sample runtime configuration file. This example is
for Node 5 out of 10 nodes. Two worker threads are used.
<? xml version = " 1.0 " encoding = " UTF -8 " ? >
< nodeConfig >
< nodeNumber >5 </ nodeNumber >
< nodeCount > 10 </ nodeCount >
< workers >2 </ workers >
</ nodeConfig >
Listing 1. ”Runtime configuration file”

Data Schema Configuration File The data schema configuration file is used to
specify how the data is generated. It follows a hierarchical structure as illustrated
below. As mentioned above, all major components (e.g. the random number
generator, data generators, etc.) can be exchanged by plug-ins. To use a plugin, its qualified class name has to be specified in the name attribute of the
corresponding element (see listing 2).
< project name = " simpleE - learning " >
< scaleFactor >1 </ scaleFactor >
< seed > 1234567890 </ seed >
< rng name = " D ef au ltR an do mGe ne ra tor " / >
< output name = " CSVRowOutput " >
< outputDir >/ tmp </ outputDir >
</ output >
< tables >
< table name = " user " >
< size > 13480 </ size >
< fields >
< field name = " user_id " >
< type > java . sql . Types . INTEGER </ type >
< primary > true </ primary > < unique > true </ unique >
< generator name = " IdGenerator " / >
</ field >
< field name = " degree_program " >
< type > java . sql . Types . VARCHAR </ type >
< size > 20 </ size >
< generator name = " DictList " >
< file > dicts / degree . dict </ file >
</ generator >
</ field >
</ fields >
</ table >
< table name = " seminar " > [..] </ table >
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< table name = " user_seminare " >
< size > 201754 </ size >
< fields >
< field name = " user_id " >
< type > java . sql . Types . INTEGER </ type >
< reference >
< referencedField > user_id </ referencedField >
< referencedTable > user </ referencedTable >
</ reference >
< generator name = " D e f a u l t R e f er e n c e G e n e r a t o r " >
< distribution name = " LogNormal " >
< mu > 7.60021 </ mu > < sigma > 1.40058 </ sigma >
</ distribution >
</ generator >
</ field >
< field name = " degree_program " > [..] </ field >
< field name = " seminar_id " >
[..] </ field >
</ fields >
</ table >
</ tables >
</ project >
Listing 2. ”Config file example for userSeminar references.”

3.4 Scalability
To work in cloud scale environments a data generator must have a deterministic
output regardless the number of participating nodes. Moreover, it is necessary
to achieve a nearly linear performance scaling with an increasing number of
participating nodes.
To fulfill these requirements, we followed an approach that avoids the usage
of a master node or inter-node and inter-process communication. Every node is
able to act independently and process its share of workload without considering the data generated by other nodes. To achieve this kind of independence, a
combination of multiple instances of random number generators with inexpensive skip-ahead functionality was applied. Allowing each node to determine its
workload is done as follows: Each node starts a process and initializes it with
the total number of participating nodes in addition to the node number. The
workload is divided into work units. Each work unit contains the current table
to be processed, the start row number and the end row number. For example, assuming that we have a table T1 with 1000 rows and 10 nodes (node1 to node10),
then the workload is divided as follows:
node1 work unit 1..100
node2 work unit 101..200
..
node10 work unit 901..1000
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The same approach is applied for every table of the database schema. Of
course PDGF also utilizes modern multi-core CPUs by spawning a worker thread
per (virtual) core. The number of worker threads is automatically determined or
can be set manually in the configuration. After the workload has been distributed
on the nodes, the work unit of a table is further divided and distributed on the
worker threads of each node using the same approach. However, the start value
of the work unit of the node should be added to the start and the end of each
worker workload. For instance, assume that Node 2 has four worker threads. The
work unit will be split among the worker threads.
node2 work
worker1
worker2
worker3
worker4

unit 101..200
work unit 101..125
work unit 126..150
work unit 151..175
work unit 176..200

3.5 High Performance
PDGF achieves high performance by applying a set of strategies that allow
efficient computation by minimizing the amount of I/O operations. To avoid
synchronization overhead, custom per thread buffering and caching is used. Furthermore, the overhead caused by object creation was reduced by applying eager
object initialization and the strict usage of shared reusable data transfer objects
on a per thread basis.
Recalculating the value for a field on demand is usually less expensive than
reading the data back into memory, as can be seen in the evaluation below. The
static scheduler also generates no network traffic during the data generation.
Avoiding read operations on the generated data limits I/O reads to the initialization stage. Only data generators that require large source files (i.e. dictionaries for text generation) produce I/O read operations. Therefore, an abstraction
layer between the framework and the files was added to provide direct line access
through an interface. This layer can easily be extended to use new file caching
strategies. In the current implementation all files, independent of their size, are
completely cached in the memory during the startup phase. With current hardware this is no problem for files up to hundreds of megabytes. There are many
other aspects that directly or indirectly aid the performance, e.g. the efficient
seeding strategy or the fast random number generator.

4 Data Generation Approach
To generate field values independently and to avoid costly disk reads, a random
number generator (RNG) and a corresponding seed are assigned to each field.
The used RNGs are organized hierarchically so that a deterministic seed for
each field can be calculated, see Figure 2. To calculate a value for a field in a
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Fig. 2. Seeding strategy of PDGF

specific row the field’s RNG only has to be re-seeded with the corresponding
deterministic seed.
The RNG of the project element is considered as the root RNG and its seed
is considered as the root seed. Each seed is used to derive the value of the seeds
of the RNGs at the next lower level of the hierarchy. For example, the project
seed is used to calculate the seed of the RNG of the tables and that of a table
is used to generate seeds for columns and so on. Since there is only one project
seed, all other seeds can be derived from that seed. As table and field (column)
count are static, their seeds are cached after the first generation. Usually PDGF
does not need to run through the complete seeding hierarchy to determine the
seed for the generator RNG. It is sufficient to re-seed the field RNG with its precalculated seed, skip forward to the row needed and get the next value. For the
default RNG used in PDGF this is a very inexpensive operation. After seeding,
the RNG is passed to the corresponding field generator to generate the actual
value.

5 Architecture
Figure 3 shows the architecture of the PDGF data generator. It consists of 5
basic components:
– The controller
– the view
– the generators, which contain
– field generators
– distribution functions
– the random number generator
– The output module for generated data
– The scheduler
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Fig. 3. Architecture of PDGF

Controller/View The controller takes user input such as the configuration files
from the command line or a built in interactive mini-shell. This input is used to
configure an instance of PDGF and to control the data generation process. By
default PDGF is a stand alone command line tool but other views can be easily
attached to the controller e.g. a GUI. The controller allows the use of PDGF
as a library. Distributed startup is currently realized by an external shell script,
to allow the use with queuing systems. As PDGF can be used as a library, it is
possible to use more complex startup algorithms.
Field Generators The field generators are the most important part as they determine how the values for a field are generated. PDGF comes with a set of
generators for general purpose: data, default reference, dictionary, double values, ids, int values, pseudo text grammar and static values. Since some data sets
require a special structure, e.g. the TPC-H benchmark data set, PDGF provides
a simple interface enabling easy implementation of generator plug-ins without
problems with parallelization or concurrency.
Distribution Functions The distribution functions allow generators to easily
adapt and exchange how the values will be distributed. The distribution function
uses the uniform random values from the RNG provided to each generator to
calculate the non-uniformly distributed values. As for the field generators PDGF
comes with some basic distribution functions: beta, binomial, exponential, lognormal, normal, Poisson, and Student’s-t.
Random Number Generator A parallel random number generator is the key to
make the seeding algorithm efficient and fast. The used RNG generates random
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numbers by hashing successive counter values where the seed is the initial value
for the counter. This approach makes skipping ahead very inexpensive. The
default RNG can also be exchanged and in addition it is even possible to specify
a custom RNG per Generator. As for all other plug-ins, there is an interface that
allows the usage of other RNGs.
Output Module The output module determines how to save the generated data.
An output module receives the values of an entire row for a table along with
some meta information. By default the generated data is written to a comma
separated value file, one per table and instance. Another possibility is to convert
the generated values into SQL insert statements. These can either be written
to a file or sent directly to a DBMS. In contrast to the other plug-in types an
output plug-in is a serialization point of PDGF as all workers write concurrently
to it.
Scheduler The scheduler is the most complex plug-in. It influences the framework
behavior to a large degree. The scheduler is responsible for dividing the work
among physical nodes and the worker threads on the nodes. PDGF’s default
strategy is to statically divide the work between nodes and workers in junks of
equal size. This is efficient if the data is generated in a homogeneous cluster or
similar environment. In a heterogeneous environment the static approach leads
to varying elapsed times among the participating nodes.

6 Performance Evaluation
We use the TPC-H and the SetQuery databases to evaluate our data generator
[18, 17]. All tests are conducted on a high performance cluster with 16 nodes.
Each node has two Intel Xeon QuadCore processors with 2 GHz clock rate,
16 gigabyte RAM and two 74 GB SATA hard disks configured with RAID 0.
Additionally, a master node is used, which has the same configuration, but an
additional hard disk array with a capacity of 2 TBytes. For both benchmarks two
test series are conducted. The first series tests the data generator’s scalability
in terms of data size on one node. The second series demonstrates the data
generator’s scalability in terms of the number of nodes with fixed data size.
Each test was repeated at least five times. All results are averages of these test
runs.
SetQuery The SetQuery data set consists of a single table BENCH with 21
columns. 13 of the columns are integers with varying cardinalities from 2 to
1, 000, 000 of which 12 are generated randomly. 8 additional columns contain
strings, one with 8 characters and the others with 20 characters. The table size
is scaled linearly according to a scaling factor SF , where SF = 1 results in about
220 MB. First we generated a 100 GB data set on 1 to 16 nodes (i.e. scaling
factor 460). As can be seen in Figure 4 the average speed up per node is linear to
the number of nodes. One node was able to generate about 105 MB per second.
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The super linear speed up for a higher number of nodes results from caching
effects, which can be seen more clearly in the second test.
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Fig. 4. Scaleup results for 1 to 16 nodes for a 100 GB SetQuery data set

For the second test, different data sizes are generated on a single node. We use
scale factor 1 to 460. The resulting elapsed times for data generation are shown
in Figure 5. It can be seen that the data generation scales well with the amount
of data. However, the generation is not constant. This is due to caching effects
and initialization. For smaller data sizes the initialization overhead decreases the
overall generation speed. Then at scaling factor 10 (i.e. about 2 GB) there is a
peak that results from hard disk and disk array caches. For larger data sizes the
hard disks write speed is the bottleneck and limits the generation speed to about
100 MB/s.
TPC-H To test a more complex scenario and compare the generation speed with
other data generation tools, we used our data generator to generate TPC-H data.
TPC-H defines 8 tables with different sizes and different number of columns. The
schema defines foreign key relations and the following data types: integer; char;
varchar; decimal and date. The amount of data is scaled linearly with the scale
factor SF , where SF = 1 will result in 1 GB of data. Again, we tested the data
generator’s scalability in terms of the amount of data and the number of nodes.
Figure 6 shows the data generation elapsed times for scale factor 1, 10 and 100
for a single node. Additionally, we generated the same data sizes with dbgen.
Both axes of the figure are in logarithmic scale. To obtain fair results, dbgen
was started with 8 processes, thus fully exploiting the 8 core system. Generation
times for both tools were CPU bound. Since we had notable variations in the
runtime of dbgen, we only report the best of 5 runs for each scaling factor. As
can be seen in the figure, our configurable and extensible Java implemented tool
can compete with a specialized C implementation.
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Fig. 6. Comparison of the generation speed of dbgen and PDGF

Figure 7 shows the data generation elapsed times for different cluster sizes.
For all cluster sizes the data generation elapsed time scales linearly with the
data size. Furthermore, the generation time for certain scale factors decreases
linearly with the number of nodes it is generated on. However, for scale factor
1 on 10 and 16 nodes the generation speed is significantly slower than for the
other configurations. This is due to the large initialization overhead compared
to the short generation time.
E-Learning To measure data generation speed for more complicated distributed
values we executed our simple example with the configuration file shown in 2.
Even in this example with log normal distributed values and reference calcula-
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Fig. 7. Generation times of TPC-H data sets on different cluster sizes

tion, the generation speed is only limited by the hard disk speed. The values are
therefore similar to the SetQuery results.

7 Conclusion
In this paper we presented a framework for parallel data generation for benchmarking purposes. It uses XML files for the data definition and the configuration file. Like other advanced data generators (e.g. [21, 7, 13, 14]) it features
dependencies between relations and advanced distributions. However, it uses a
new computational model, which is based on the fact that pseudo random numbers can be recomputed deterministically. Using parallel pseudo random number
generators, dependencies in data can be efficiently solved by recomputing referenced data values. Our experiments show, that this model allows our generic,
Java implemented data generator to compete with C implemented, specialized
data generators.
For future work we are intending to further expand our set of generators and
distributions. Furthermore, we will implement a GUI to allow a more convenient
configuration. We also want to include other features, as for example schema
and distribution retrieval from existing databases. To further increase the performance, we will include new schedulers that reduce wait times for slower nodes,
as well as caching strategies to reduce re-computation of repeatedly used values.
To complete our benchmarking suite, we will use the data generator to implement a query generator. For this we will introduce time series generators.
This will enable the generation of varying query streams as we presented in [19].
Furthermore, it will enable realistic time related data generation.
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